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Introduction: Nanodiamonds [1] are the most abundant presolar material in primitive meteorites. They are known to contain three presolar xenon components, released at different temperatures in step heating experiments: Xe-P3, Xe-HL and Xe-P6 [2]. Low temperature Xe-P3 is near in composition to average solar system xenon (with subtle differences [3]) and intermediate temperature Xe-HL is enriched in the heavy and light isotopes by a factor of ~2. Xe-P6 is constrained to lie on a high temperature mixing line from Xe-HL, but its exact composition is otherwise poorly constrained [2].

We have previously argued that $^{129}\text{Xe}$ from $^{129}\text{I}$ decay may be associated with the P3 component [4]. Here we report the results of an I-Xe analysis that shows iodine also associated with the P6 component, and constrains the $^{129}\text{I}/^{127}\text{I}$ ratios on closure to xenon loss. Our data use high resolution laser step heating. Isotope ratio measurements were made using the RELAX mass spectrometer [5].

In the I-Xe technique [6], samples are neutron irradiated, converting stable $^{127}\text{I}$ to $^{128}\text{Xe}$ via neutron capture and β decay. A xenon isotopic analysis can then determine the $^{127}\text{I}/^{132}\text{Xe}$ ratio and the $^{129}\text{I}/^{127}\text{I}$ ratio of the sample using a calibration based on co-irradiated samples of pyroxene from the anomalous enstatite chondrite Shallowater. Since the conversion efficiency from $^{127}\text{I}$ to $^{128}\text{Xe}$ is $\sim 10^{-4}$, the detection limit for iodine corresponds to $^{129}\text{I}/^{127}\text{I} \sim 100$, which is around two orders of magnitude higher than the solar system relative abundance [7]. Chronological interpretation of the $^{129}\text{I}/^{127}\text{I}$ ratio relies on the assumption that iodine in the sample was evolving concordantly with that in the average solar system as sampled by Shallowater. In the case of presolar components this assumption must be considered dubious.

We report data from a 10 µg irradiated sample of the ED12 coarse grain size separate of nanodiamonds prepared by ultracentrifugation of an acid residue from Efremovka [8]. Gas was extracted in each of 48 separate settings of the power density of the illuminating laser, which controls the temperature of the sample. Heavy and light isotope data are consistent with mixing trends previously reported in nanodiamond analyses [2,9] (Fig 1) except that the highest temperature data evolve first from HL towards the P6 composition, then back; similar behavior was observed in our analysis of an unirradiated aliquot [4] – Fig. 2.

Results: In simple terms, those components with more “normal” (lower) $^{136}\text{Xe}/^{132}\text{Xe}$ appear to have higher $^{127}\text{I}/^{132}\text{Xe}$ ratios (above the detection limit of ~100) and non-zero $^{129}\text{I}/^{127}\text{I}$ ratios (Figs 3, 4). At low temperature, there is clear evidence of an association...
between Xe-P3 and iodine with $^{129}\text{I}/^{127}\text{I} \approx 0.40 \times 10^{-4}$ at last closure to xenon loss. Since the concentration of Xe-P3 in nanodiamond separates was affected by processing in the early solar system, this demonstrates that $^{129}\text{I}$ was alive at this time in similar sites in the diamond structure to Xe-P3. At higher temperatures, the data suggest that iodine with $^{129}\text{I}/^{127}\text{I} > 2 \times 10^{-4}$ was present when the P6 carrier closed to xenon loss.

Discussion: The more “normal” isotopic signatures of the P3 and P6 components suggest that they have sampled a mixture of multiple nucleosynthetic sites, and might be expected to have originated in a reservoir with $^{127}\text{I}/^{132}\text{Xe}$ ratios close to the galactic average (assumed to be close to the solar ratio of $\approx 1$). The observation that they are associated with $^{127}\text{I}/^{132}\text{Xe}$ ratios two orders of magnitude higher suggests either a trapping process that favored incorporation of iodine (adsorption during grain growth?) -- or thermal processing that removed xenon from nanodiamonds where it had been trapped as efficiently as iodine (e.g. by implantation).

The variable P3 concentrations of meteoritic nanodiamonds suggest that Xe-loss played a significant role in setting the I/Xe ratio observed at low temperature. In contrast, Xe-P6 is lost only at high temperature and there is no evidence for loss of xenon from this component during the formation of the solar system. Scenarios might be devised in which the $^{127}\text{I}/^{132}\text{Xe}$ signature of the P6 component is set by degassing in the interstellar medium without affecting Xe-HL (released at lower temperature), but it seems simpler to account for the observation as resulting from a trapping process sensitive to the different chemistries of iodine and xenon. If excess $^{129}\text{Xe}$ in Xe-P6 is calculated over the $^{127}\text{Xe}/^{132}\text{Xe}$ ratio observed in Xe-HL, the $^{129}\text{I}/^{127}\text{I}$ ratio recorded in this component is higher than that of the Early Solar System (ESS – Fig. 4), but consistent with variations in well mixed galactic material.